Always record at least one element for Place

264 a

Is place of publication identified within the resource? (see 2.8.2.1)

Preferred source: same source as publisher’s name

YES

Apply 2.8.2.3-2.8.2.5
Record in 264 _1 $a
OK to stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.8.2.3-2.8.2.5
Record in 264 _1 $a WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is place of publication identified in 264 _1 $a?

YES

Look again at 2.8.3.6 and try to supply
IF still no:

Is place of distribution identified in 264 _1 $a?

YES

Apply 2.9.2.3-2.9.2.5
Record in 264 _2 $a
OK to stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.9.2.3-2.9.2.5
Record in 264 _2 $a WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is place of distribution identified in 264 _2 $a?

YES

Apply 2.9.2.3-2.9.2.5
Record in 264 _2 $a
DO NOT USE 264 a

NO

Apply 2.9.2.3-2.9.2.5
Record in 264 _2 $a WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Place; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is place of manufacture identified in 264 _2 $a?

YES

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a
Stop here for Place

NO

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
Stop here for Place

NO

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a
DO NOT USE 264 _3 $a
Stop here for Place

Is place of manufacture identified within the resource? (see 2.10.2.1)

Preferred source: same source as manufacturer’s name

YES

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a
Stop here for Place

NO

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
Stop here for Place

NO

Apply 2.10.2.3-2.10.2.5
Record in 264 _3 $a
DO NOT USE 264 _3 $a
Stop here for Place

Is publisher’s name identified within the resource? (see 2.8.4.2)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.8.4.3-2.8.4.6
Record in 264 _1 $b
OK to stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.8.4.3-2.8.4.6
Record in 264 _1 $b WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is distributor’s name identified within the resource? (see 2.9.4.2)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.9.4.3-2.9.4.6
Record in 264 _2 $b
OK to stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.9.4.3-2.9.4.6
Record in 264 _2 $b WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Name; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is manufacturer’s name identified within the resource? (see 2.10.4.3)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.10.4.3-2.10.4.6
Record in 264 _3 $b
Stop here for Name

NO

Apply 2.10.4.3-2.10.4.6
Record in 264 _3 $b WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
Stop here for Name

NO

Apply 2.10.4.3-2.10.4.6
Record in 264 _3 $b
DO NOT USE 264 _3 $b
Stop here for Name

Is date of publication identified within the resource? (see 2.8.7.2)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.8.7.3-2.8.7.5
Record in 264 _1 $c
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.8.7.3-2.8.7.5
Record in 264 _1 $c WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is date of distribution identified within the resource? (see 2.9.7.2)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.9.7.3-2.9.7.5
Record in 264 _2 $c
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.9.7.3-2.9.7.5
Record in 264 _2 $c WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

Is date of manufacture identified within the resource? (see 2.10.7.2)

Preferred source: same source as title proper

YES

Apply 2.10.7.3-2.10.7.5
Record in 264 _3 $c
Stop here for Date

NO

Apply 2.10.7.3-2.10.7.5
Record in 264 _3 $c WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
Stop here for Date

NO

Apply 2.10.7.3-2.10.7.5
Record in 264 _3 $c
DO NOT USE 264 _3 $c
Stop here for Date

Is copyright date identified anywhere? (see 2.11.1.1)

NEVER supply

YES

Apply 2.11.1.3
Record in 264 _4 $c
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.11.1.3
Record in 264 _4 $c WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
OK to stop here for Date; PCC Core requirement is fulfilled

NO

Apply 2.11.1.3
Record in 264 _4 $c
DO NOT USE 264 _4 $c
Stop here for Date

Is date of manufacture identified in any other source? (see 2.10.6.2)

No preferred source

YES

Apply 2.10.6.3-2.10.6.5
Record in 264 _5 $c
Stop here for Date

NO

Apply 2.10.6.3-2.10.6.5
Record in 264 _5 $c WITH SQUARE BRACKETS
Stop here for Date

NO

Apply 2.10.6.3-2.10.6.5
Record in 264 _5 $c
DO NOT USE 264 _5 $c
Stop here for Date